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taking my manuscript and making it a lot better. And last but not least, a big thank you to a good friend who is still there helping. Kirsty, I literally don't know what I would do without you! one Oakley Everyone said that getting on someone just took time and that, one day, it would stop wounds and the door would open for you to move on. They told us that love
was eternal, something extraordinary that would stay with you forever. However, after a break, suddenly, love became something you should get about once a while has passed. The contradiction was immense. Now, I was somewhere in the middle. I walked my usual road on the beach, holding my shoes in my hand so I could feel the soft gold sand between
my toes. Every night, I would walk to the beautiful Australian coast. It was so quiet here. It was what I needed after everything came out. The air was still warm, with the moon reflecting the sea cutting, creating shadow rippli on the surface of the water. I smiled and smiled in front of the breathing eye. A couple before me walked hand in hand, making happy
with each other. The man leaned over and kissed his partner's head. He reminded me a little of anger and his messy hair and fuelled smile. I gulped and quickly poured past them, keeping my head down. My heart gave me a squeeze as my mind will be cast Again. That was no surprise though; most things remind me of him. His eyes were even blue shade
like an early sky. Trees outside our house that had a lean branch around the side, created an L, were the same shape as the one it fell while trying to save a cat. Our neighbor's dog had a brown patch of flowers on his white heart that was the same color as Cole's hair in summer when the sun lifted him a fraction. After I'd first left, we'd text, but it would
become too hard to keep turning it down, so I'd cut all contact. It was one of the hardest things I'd ever do. All I would have meant to him get on the first plane from here. But he had so much in England. I didn't want to get in the way of his university and career dreams, and to make him move away from all his family should be too selfish. I loved him far too
much to be selfish. For the last four years, I did not talk to him at all. It never got any easier. I would always find myself almost dead her number every day. I knew Maman and Jenna, Hermus Fury, always spoke. Well, they were email because it was easier with the time difference, so I knew Cole was doing well. She went to the university she had always
wanted to go through, and she'd be returning her dream job right after. Mum never mentioned whether she had a girlfriend---or worse, a fiance or wife. I didn't want to know. It would hurt too much, but I hoped with all my heart that she was happy. As soon as I came back inside our house, Jasper practically poured on me. Since the truth came out, he has slim
away from me. It went from too appropriate to almost suffocating. Nobody could come within ten metres of mine without Jasper being there to check them out. I didn't need a baby. I would move halfway around the world to be free. He stood in front of me and bowed his head look around my eyes, checking if I was okay. You are all right? Yes, Jasper. I
breathed and headed to the cookies. Maman stood in the counter, making three mugs of chocolate chocolate. It was our little routine now. Every night, after walking me on the beach, the three of us would sit in the room, drink chocolate chocolate and chatting. Even Jasper would do it every night. Four years ago, he would laugh at the idea and go out to clubs.
We've been really close now. I loved it but hate that they would both lose so much to me. So did you talk to Miles today? I asked Mum, innocent smile, as I slant on the cooks island. Jasper fired me a warning look, his eyes trapped. He tried to get me to release it, but I wasn't going through. Mum met Miles at work three years ago, and they really loved each
other, but wouldn't give her a chance. I understood why he found it hard to trust again, but anyone could see that he was as in love with him as he was with him He slew. No, I don't have, Oakley. I have a bit lips. Well, why don't you invite him on for dine tomorrow? Please, honey. Nothing is going to happen between us. Give it. I star down the steam that is
lifting out of chocolate chocolate chocolate chocolate. Not everyone like Dad, you know, I churn out. Don't call him that, Jasper cut off, talking of gritted teeth. His neckle was turned white as his barrows tightly around the sleeves of his mud. Since knowing what happened, on the rare occasion when Jasper talked about his father, he would only ever refer to
him as a sick fight. i know. Miles is a nice guy, but I don't want a relationship. yes you do. He deserves to be happy. I didn't want Father to effect the rest of his life, too, not to the point where he would not allow himself to be with someone anymore. Sighing in defeat, I followed Maman and Jasper to the living room and sit down. I wouldn't give up, not until she
smiles quite anymore. You're working tomorrow, Oakley? Jasper asked, turning his nose up. We both worked at the bar juice near the beach. It wasn't exactly the career either of us wanted, but Jasper refused to quit smoking because many bikini-recourse women would join in, and I had no idea what I wanted to do. I felt like if I was stuck in time. My life was
on hold until the trial ended. Even though I've been thousands of miles away, I still need Dad and Frank to be locked away, so I could quite move on. Well, I was hoping that he would do it. No. You though, right? Yes. want to work for me? he asked. I gave it a flat look. No. Maman cuts through, do you plan, Oakley? When do I ever plan? No. Why don't you
meet the cooking encounter on one? We can go to the sandwich place sandwich near my office, the one that's obsessed with the Jasper. Oh, Jasper said sarcastically. I'm restless working, and you're planning on taking your favorite kids to my favorite restaurants. Are you sure it has more than I am? Henry smirked. Mentally, no. Jasper was the staircase. Oh,
we'll find you a sub melet! he offered. Jasper returned and smiled proudly. Good. Bring it to work, yes? I will release him on my way home. I crossed my leg and sip my chocolate chocolate. Conversations quickly turned to the trial, which was only two months away. I was due to evidence through a video link because I couldn't stand thinking about it in the same
room, but the more I thought about it—or talked about it in the therapy--- the more I felt I had to face it. My therapist, Martha, went to depth once millions upon finding closure. He would ask me to think about what it would take for me to be able to put it behind me enough to move forward. After his instructions, I have reflected on this in the past year, but I have
had nothing—not until the date of judgment has been set, and my lawyers have spoken of how I could prove in Australia. Martha looks like she thought the faces could offer the closure I needed, but he also asked me to consider what I would do or how I would feel if they were interrupted. Betrayed. Afraid. To think that a jury could possibly believe I've made it
all up could be devastated. Dad has said many times that no one would believe me. If it turned out that he was right, I didn't know how I would handle it. There was something else, or more of another person to consider—anger. Sip my boiled drinks, I listened as Mums and Jasper talked about the jury seen in Dad's cham. No one has been for years, not even
the people closer to him. How will strangers be? I couldn't think like that. There was evidence about his laptop that proved he had indexive images of children. I wish it was already over. After Dad and Frank got arsted, other girls came forward. One lady claimed that Dad abused her when she was a child, and she was in 2 years. I believed it a hundred
percent. If these women could face them again, so I could take a deep breath, I turned to Maman and Jasper. Now or never. I have something that I need to talk to you about,' I said. what's up? Jasper asked, concerned. I want to return and give evidence in person. Silence fell on the room, and I looked on as they thought it through. I didn't expect them to
come, not for a second. It wasn't just me that went through it; they had, too. I understand if they didn't want to be anywhere near him. I could go alone. My aunts, Ali' cousin, Lizzie, would be there for me. My grandparents, too. Mum and Jasper were my biggest support, so of course, I wanted to be with me, but I never would ask. Maman finally nodded. OK. If
you're sure that's what you need? It is. She put her mug down on the coffee table. Right. I will talk to Ali about us to stay with him, and then we will book the flights. He wants to come? You don't have to come in, you know. It's fine if you don't want to. Jasper suffered. Like you're going alone. I mean it, Jasper. If either of you don't want to come, he's fine with
me. I understand if you don't want to see them again. It just ... I must. We'll do that together, honey. I made that promise to you four years ago, and I'm not going to break it now. Thank you, I whispered. I swallow a lump in my ball. That was to signify that they would come. I knew how hard it was for them, especially Maman. He blamed himself for not seeing
the man he would marry for what he really was. Dad was everybody crazy though. What happened was no fault of the one but himself. Jasper was cleaning his jaw, as if he was trying to keep something in. I knew that he would no longer want to see Father, and I felt guilty because of me. Jasper? You okay? Maman asked. Oakley's right. You don't have to
come in. I will, she replied, putting her mug down with her folding arm on her chest in a way that was born. I just know how I will stay in control when I see his face again. I thought he hated Dad more than I did. Maybe you should come to therapy with me. I'm sure Martha could fit us in for a joint session. No, thank you, he muttered in response. Therapy was
something that Jasper still denied. I'd started seeing Martha shortly after we'd arrived in Australia, and Mum used to see someone, too. Jasper had his own way of dealing with things—his bottle up, letting him explode into a fight or get under a bottle. He's not weak to ask for help, Jasper. i said. He stood up. I don't need help. I just need to help you two. My
heart fell. I didn't know what to say. Jasper walked out, and I wanted to chase him, but I knew he needed to be alone cool. He saw therapy as a weakness and wouldn't do it because it had to be strong for me and Mum. My stupid, sweet brother. He'll fit. I'm sure he'll seek help when he's ready for it. I nodded. I'm supposed to push it away is easier than facing
it. It took me more than a decade to pretend everything was fine before I spoke up. It would be hypocrite to me pushing Jasper into anything. Are you going to tell Jenna that we're coming back? I think you should warn them. I couldn't just turn up and be like, Hey, Fury, how is it going? It was too long for me to spring a surprise visit on her. The mum nodded
and wrapped a tartan sheets around her head. It wasn't cold. It was actually very hot, but I thought it was protecting him from the conversation we had rather than the rhythm. He was emailed yesterday. I haven't replied yet, so I'll mention it. Are you looking forward to seeing Anger again? I look out the window. Hearing someone say his name was like being
punched. I don't want to talk about it,'' Mum said. I'm going to call Ali. You get the laptop and watch some flights. Within an hour, Mum spoke to Ali, and our flights were booked. Within weeks, we'd been in England. I was emailed by my lawyer, Linda Rake, explaining that I changed my mind, and I went on to call her tomorrow discussing it. He would be happy.
A short time ago, it would suggest that I think about appearing in court in person, but I said no. Jasper walked back into the same room as Mum went up to bed. He sat next to me. We really do that? Going back? Yes. I wasn't a scared child anymore. I could face them. What are you going to do about Cole? I didn't think it would bring anger up. He knew I didn't
like to talk about Cole anymore. Nothing. Right. So you're going to go back to where the guy you love is, and you plan on doing anything? he asked with the most sarcastic tone I've ever heard. I nodded in response. Oh, come on, Oakley! You've moved around here for four years. I never even saw you looking at another guy. do you go to waste your chance
of joy again? I breathe. There was no one else because I couldn't stand the thought that near anyone else. There was nothing wrong with the guys here or nothing. I just didn't feel safe and secure with them. They couldn't make me forget everything disgusted that happened to me with one small smile. And what? Should I just turn up on his door and get back
together with him until the trial ends, and we come back? Like you said, it's been four years. It has a whole new life. She could get married for all we know! The thought she got married quite honestly felt like I was standing in the heart. I think Jenna would mention something like that, she replied while she'd raised one's worry. Well, the answer is yes, but that
didn't mean there wasn't someone in his life. This was anger. He was sweeter, punishable, most incredible, beautiful, generous, and caring for people in the world. Whatever. I will not do anything stupid and popped up his life. Then maybe you shouldn't have left him behind. My eyes grip, filled with tears. That was low. Shit! I drip, Oakley,' he said. He quipped
as I pushed myself onto the sofa. I raised a hand, telling him back to back and he's fine. I'm going to bed. At night, Jasper. He moaned in frustration as I walked away. The problem was that Jasper was half right, and that's strong. As soon as I finished in the bathroom, I got straight into bed. I didn't do much all day, but I felt tedious. Wrath under the pillow at
the side of my bed was the bed of Wrath—the only thing I had. It would stop the twist of him appreciated long ago, but he was him, and that meant everything to me. My throat consumed, and I swallowed hard try to stop myself from crying, but it had no use. I buried myself in her hoodie and called silently, so nobody would hear. Although we never talked
about my feelings for college, Maman and Jasper knew I was still in love with him. On rare occasions I came out, Mum would encourage me to meet someone else, but I couldn't help comparing guys all of Cole—and never lived up to him. No one else could make me feel normal. I lay in bed for most of the night, I thought about it, Jasper said. I tried not to let
any skeptics enter my mind, but when he said things like that, I couldn't help him. Did I do what was right? Is mum right when she would say she could come to a school here? They have the degree she wanted, but it wasn't the university she wanted. His whole family and friends are in England, too. If it would come, would he finish my resentance to make him
give all that up? I froze and ran my hand on my face. Going over it again didn't help. I made the decision. I had to live with him, and so did he. Soon enough, would get to see if Cole felt I'd do things right or if I would make the biggest mistake in both of our lives. Our alerts were already in the boot of the car. Mum and Jasper had a quick fatigue before leaving
for the airport, so I took the last opportunity to do something I knew Maum wasn't. Back soon, I called in the front door so that I could get out before anyone questioned where I went. I walked on the beach, and knowing this was the last time for a while gave me a heavy heart. The beach was my staircase, and I went to miss it. His house wasn't too far away
from us, so I did it in just over five minutes. When I took a deep breath, I knocked on his door and waited. Oakley, hi, Miles said, folded a little and shook his head in confusion. I knew where he lived but had never come round before. hello. Can I come for a minute? Miles has resigned over, making room for me to walk in. Did he tell you we'll be back in
England? I asked, decision to get straight to the point. There was a lot of miscommunication between them, so I wanted to be clear. His face fell apart, and I wanted to move my henry to be so blind for how much he took care of on him. No, he didn't. How long are you going for? I'm not sure. However long the trial lasts, I would believe. Right. Of course. Sorry,
I didn't think. I was locking my hand and lighting the situation, and it was fine. I just thought you should know. Look, Miles, it loves you, but you'll have to make the move first. It's scary and hard-headed. He needs to see how much you care. He smiled and smiled, brushing his toasted hair with his hand. How? I laughed at the thought of giving a forty-year-old
love-life man. She insists on quitting her mobile here, so she can focus on me, apparently. I know it's just kind of petrified though, so here, I said, I said, bring it a piece of paper. That's my mobile number. The judgment will be difficult for him, too, and as much as he won't admit it, he would truly appreciate you crying. By email; he can avoid that. Right. He
smiled. Thank you. i mwen calling. I promise. Miles took the paper, slipped it into his back pocket. I know you will, or I'll get Jasper to kick you off
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